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INTRODUCTION

The clemands of microwave high power solicl state d.evices have" been increasing

in the communication and consumer electronics. A static induction transistor
' r\(SIT)'/ has been the mo,st promising device for high power and high frequency

'e\ .
operation.'t'))'4) The SIT is a majority carrier device and its negative tempera-

ture coeffitient of d.rain current prevents the SIT from thermal run away.

A f00 \{ SIT operating at I GHz in Cl{ has been realizecl by a fine patterning

technique and a new internal matching technique.

EXPEFIMENTAL

Two impotant techniques were improved to reaLize the 1 GIIz 100 lI SIT. One was

the fine patterning technique and another was' the power combinatiol technique.

The power gain increases with Gm/COn. I{here, Gm is the mutual conductance and COU

is the ""p""it"nce betlreen drain and gate. To raise the power gain, it is most

effective to red.uce COC by compression of the area of the active region in the SIT

chip. Very fine source patterns with 1 pm width and total length of 16.6 cn in
an SIT chip were fabricated. by conventional photolithography. Siliion wafers were

taken care to be prevented from waving or bending. The thickness of the photo-

resist and exposure cond.ition were strictly controlled.

To obtain higher output power, a parallel operation of multiple chips and even

power sharing are indispensable. An SIT chip includes 5 transistcir blocks. In the

I GHz 100 W SIT; 10 transistor blocks were combined. The input matching networks

and shunt inductors as the output matching networks were connected to every'block,

as shown in Fig. I. Usually, a brief network has been attached" for output matching.

These internal rnatching networks to every transistor block made the even power '

sharing.

By the multiple blocks operation of 4, 6 and 10 blocks, the output powers of

40, 59 and 101- watts aI' L GHz were obtainecl , respectively, as shown in tr'ig. 2.

While the output power of 10 watts with gain of 7 alB was obtained by one block

operation. At the output power of IOO watts, the power gain was 4 dB and the drain

efficiency ,,tas 40 oiL. The input and output impedances of the inter4atly matched.

SIT combined. with I0 blocks were 3.1-j3.5 ohm ancl 5.3+j1.3 ohm at L GHz,

respectively. By the internal matching to every block, the power of l0 blocks

were weII combined and output power of 100 W was obtained r+ith high gain.
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CONCLUSION

A l GHz 10o W SIT has been realizedo  A gain

at the output power of 100 watts were obtained,

and Power combination techniques.
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I'ig.2 Amplifying characteristics
of SITs combined wi bh multiple
blocks at I GHz.

Fig.l (b) Internal matching
networks of the SIT combined
with 10 transistor blocks.
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